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ABSTRACT
Software Documentation plays an important role in the maintenance of a software project. Many software artifacts are produced
during the development phase of the project. These documents keep evolving during the maintenance phase. Before making any
changes to the system the maintenance engineer should understand the architecture of the system and the impact of the changes
made to the system. Software Documentation aids maintenance engineers understand the evolution of the system better. However
for every revision of the Software Requirements Specification there exist revisions of Design, Test Cases and Software
Configuration management documents. As these documents are independently maintained a lot of time is spent on understanding
how the system evolved by manually mapping the various revisions. For instance understanding how a specific requirement was
designed and tested involves mapping the correct design elements and test cases from the corresponding design and test case
documentations. In order to reduce the time taken for manual establishment of traceability among documents several tools has
been proposed by researchers for automated traceability management. This paper is focused on summarizing the tools available
for Traceability management in Software Projects.
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Changes to documents are not traceable[8]

Documentation plays a key role in knowledge transition and



Lack of standards for documents[9]

reduction of impact analysis time during maintenance phase.



Documentation like UML diagrams are difficult to

1. INTRODUCTION

Documents

like

software

requirements

specification

update[10]

,architectural design are frequently used in the maintenance
importance of various

Researchers have proposed various tools and techniques to

artifacts for the structured analysis and unified process [1].If

address these issues. For instance documentation up-to-date

documentation not maintained it may lead to poor system

ness can be achieved by creating a work culture where in

quality, costly maintenance and even early retirement

engineers are motivated to work on documentation activities

[2].Documentation is however plagued by a lot of issues

[11].Accurateness and completeness of documents can be

.These issues have led to the introduction of new tools and

achieved through effective reviews before implementation of

process refinements for documentation maintenance. Some of

the system. Many tools have been proposed that aid in

the common issues reported on documentation are

automated documentation and also to locate the required

phase.S.C.B de Souza gives the



Documentation is not up to date [3][4][5]

information easily [12].One of the key issues that require more



Documentation is not accurate and complete [6][7]

attention is traceability among various documents created.
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Traceability is established using a traceability matrix and is

Traceability is of high significance as it is a process that

very important with respect to understanding whether all the

ensures that every software requirement is indeed translated to

features have e been implemented and tested [13]

a design that is implemented and tested. A traceability matrix
is built to understand the traceability of different items in a

Traceability when done manually between documents is very

project. A sample traceability matrix is given below

time consuming and it also prone to errors. Traceability
TABLE-I

becomes more tedious in the maintenance phase where there is
a need to establish traceability among several versions of

Requirement

different documents. The traceability information helps

ID

maintenance engineers understand the evolution of a system

#1

Design ID

Code

ID

from several perspectives. In this paper we are summarizing

#56

testFunction1()

#T1

#57

testFunction2()

#T2
#T3

the tools proposed by researches with respect to establishing
traceability among documents.

Test Case

#2

2. TRACEABILITY MANAGEMENT

#58

testFunction3()

#T4

#59

testFunction4()

#T5

#60

testFunction5()

#T6

Traceability Management deals with the ability towards
establishment of predecessors and successors for a given work

Table-1: Sample Traceability Matrix.

element. In Software Engineering traceability is established
among

requirements,

design,

code

and

test

cases.

3. ISSUES WITH TRACEABILITY

Requirements are gathered from the business users and

MANAGEMENT

documented as user requirements. Each user requirements is

Though Traceability has widely recognized benefits it’s often

then mapped to a software requirement which actually

get not maintained successfully. Engineers fail to update the

translates the user requirement in terms of software
functionality.

traceability links among impacted artifacts every time a
change occurs [14] .The tools offered for Traceability
management in software engineering is not satisfactory. Most

Every documented software requirement should be traceable

of the tools that support traceability is lacking automatic or

to a high level design component. High level design

semi-automatic traceability link generation [15]

components include items like class diagrams, Entity
Relationship models, User Interface Screens etc... The high

Integration of Traceability Management tools with artifact

level design components are mapped to detailed design

management systems and testing them with real users during

components which include detailed algorithms for all

the software maintenance phase is done rarely [16]

identified functions. Every function identified as part of

Traceability is very expensive, both to reconstruct and to

detailed design is implemented in the coding phase.

maintain. It is expensive to reconstruct: to recover lost
information is very time consuming and difficult, if at all

The implemented system is tested using test cases written for

possible [17].

all the software requirements. Therefore there exists a
mapping between software requirements and test cases.

Traceability practices in general are far from mature, benefits

Traceability management is all about establishing whether

are to a large part not conceived in the industry, and we are

there exists a corresponding work element for a given item.

still standing at the beginning of an emerging discipline. A lot

For instance if we consider any specific requirement there

of research—both fundamental and applied—has still to be

should exist high level, low level design ,code and test case

done [18]The number of artifacts produced as part of a

components for the requirement.

software systems and the complex interrelationships among
these artifacts lead to the core of the traceability problem[19]
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Traceability Management is not still widely recognized by the

an adapter needs to be written for the integration of this tool

industry as there is an overhead involved in maintaining

with any specific case tool.

traceability among software artifacts and the tools involved
[20].Though tools are available for Traceability Management
still lot of manual effort is involved before the actual use of
these tools on software documents. For instance, assigning of

Asuncion, Hazeline proposes an End to End Software
Traceability tool [19].This tool maintains the details of the
artifacts in a MS SQL database. The trace information among
artifacts is also entered by the users using a front end form.

keywords to every document prior to tracing them [21].

The tool follows three tier architecture. It also offers work

4.

flow support. This is the only tool that deals with end to end

TOOLS FOR TRACEABILITY

traceability of artifacts and was implemented for an

MANAGEMENT

organization.

Sherba, Susanne [22] proposes TraceM, a framework for
automating

the

relationships.TraceM

management
provides

of

registration,

traceability

REquirements TRacing On target(RETRO) tool for tracing

integration,

requirements.[26].This

tool

uses

Information

Retrieval

evolution and querying services .Information Integration and

methods (Vector Space Retreival,Latent semantic indexing

Open Hypermedia services are utilized by TraceM for

and Keyword word extraction methods).The IR method is

Traceability Management. Open Hypermedia allows storing of

executed using reweighted query vectors. The methods are

relationships separately from the artifacts. Information

continuously enhanced with user feedback processing.

integration provides the services for creating and maintaining
evolving relationships between artifacts. Relationship chaining
can be applied to any relationship type known to the system

Trust Analyzer tool for scenario based analysis [27] was
proposed by Alexander. The system is executed using the test
cases documented during development. By applying the

Ali, Nawazish[23] proposes Trustrace – A traceability

scenarios the internal activities of the system can be observed

recovery approach between requirements and source code

and recorded. This tool establishes the traceability between

using data mining. Trustrace uses a combination of both

scenarios which can exist in the form of plain English or

Information Retrieval Method and Data mining to establish

diagrams and the source code.

traceability

links

between

requirements

and

source

code.Trustrace consists of three parts namely Histrace,Trumo
and DynWing.Histrace mines the software repositories to
create links from requirements to source code.Trumo reranks
the recovered traceability links based on a web trust
model.Dynwing assigns weights to the computed experts in
the trust model.Trustrace is found to have more precision and

ADAMS Re-Trace: a Traceability Recovery Tool [16] is built
within

the

(ADAMS).It

Advanced

Artefact

uses

Latent

the

Management
Semantic

System

Indexing(LSI)

Information Retrieval technique for traceability recovery. This
tool also compares the links retrieved by LSI with the links
traced by the software engineer. If there are any discrepancies
the links are highlighted.

recall when compared to tools that use only Information
Doors from IBM [28] is a requirements management solution

retrieval(IR) methods

that has the capabilities to link, trace, analyze and manage
TraceMaintainer [24] [25] is designed such that it can be
deployed with any case tool. The changes made to the models
in the case tool are recognized by traceMaintainer and the
links are updated automatically.TraceMaintainer uses an
adapter and rule engine for maintenance of links. The adapter
recognizes change events in the case tool and provides

changes to requirements. Links Explorer in the DOORS helps
the engineers understand the how a change in one artifact will
affect the entire system. The tree view available in DOORS
also allows the tracing of low level requirements to its higher
level requirements.Doors offers graphical visualization of
traceability information.

elements properties to the rule engine which updates the
traceability relations. The drawback of TraceMaintainer is that

Rational Requisite Pro[29] is another tool from IBM that helps
management of requirements .The tools allows traceability of
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one requirement to another. For instance a feature requirement

are several tools for requirements traceability management

can be traced to a use case requirement using the tool. The tool

very few research papers discuss on the need for end to end

can also be integrated with Rational ClearQuest Test manager

traceability of software artifacts. By end to end traceability we

which manages all the test cases. There by requirements can

mean the complete traceability of requirements with design,

be associated with test cases and the tool allows report

detailed design, code and test cases. The maintenance of

generation on such associations.

traceability links during the software evolution phase from an
end to end perspective is still not addressed by most of the

CRADLE[30] is a requirements management tool that enables
traceability of items. Requirements can be imported from
various sources like excel, word files and the traceability
among different items can be established using the tool. The

tools.

Though

commercial

tools

offer

a

variety of

functionalities more cost effective solutions that offer end to
end traceability for a software project should be further
investigated.

traceability and coverage of information can be analyzed using
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